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Register for the WSH Forum and 
Vision Zero Pledging for  
Healthcare Industry
Industry stakeholders will gather to pledge 
their commitment in improving the well-being 
of healthcare workers. There will be two panel 
discussions focused on mental well-being and 
workplace harassment issues.

Launch of the Revised WSH 
Guidelines on the  
Implementation of WSH  
Management System for Marine 
Industries
The Association of Singapore Marine  
Industries (ASMI) held the ASMI WSH Seminar 
on 11 January 2023. The revised WSH  
Guidelines on the Implementation of WSH 
Management Systems for Marine Industries 
was launched at the seminar.
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We regret that we are unable to reply to emails at this email 
address. For enquiries or feedback, please email us at  
contact@wshc.sg.  
Visit the WSH Council's website now for updates on WSH- 
related matters, information and events.

SPOTLIGHT

WSH Symposium on Cranes 
Highlights “Man, Method and 
Technology” for Safe Lifting  
Operations
Themed “Safe Lifting: Beyond the Machinery”, 
the annual event saw an expert panel of 
speakers share best practices and trends to 
help ensure safe lifting operations involving 
cranes.

Join the Jurong Island Vision  
Zero Forum
The safe design, installation, operation, and 
maintenance of pressure vessels are essential 
to workers’ safety and health. Learn different 
aspects of safety relating to pressure vessels, 
such as thermal fatigue and dynamic risk  
assessment at this forum. 
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